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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to review the origin and developments of Direct Torque Control (DTC), an advanced control 
technique of induction motor drives yielding superior performance. The direct torque control is one of the excellent control strategies 
available for torque control of induction machine. It is considered as an alternative to Field Oriented Control (FOC) technique. The 
DTC is characterized by the absence of PI regulators, co-ordinate transformations, current regulators and pulse width modulated signal 
generators. DTC also allows a good torque control in steady state and transient operating conditions. The purpose of this study is to 
control the speed of 3-Phase Induction Motor with Artificial Neural Network (ANN) controller. The Artificial Neural Network 
Controller will be designed and must be tuned. This is about introducing the new ability of in estimating speed and controlling the 3-
phase Induction Motor. In this paper, a study of ANN Controller is used to control the speed of 3-Phase Induction Motor. The ANN 
Controller is programmed to control the speed of 3-Phase Induction Motor at certain speed level. Direct Torque Control (DTC) is one of 
the latest techniques to control the speed of motor. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Induction motor derives are controlled by Field Oriented 
Control in high performance industrial applications. 
Induction motor is either wound type squirrel-cage type 
Induction motors are widely used in many residential, 
commercial, industrial and utility applications. This is 
because the motor have low manufacturing cost, wide 
speed range, high efficiency and robustness [1]. But they 
require much more complex methods of control, more 
expensive and higher rated power converters than DC and 
permanent magnet machines. Previously, the variable speed 
drives had various limitations such as poor efficiencies, 
larger space, low speed and etc. the power electronics 
transformed the variable speed drive into a smaller size, 
high efficiency and high reliability[1]. The development of 
speed control system using frequency control has been 
designed by combinations of PWM control circuit, driver 
circuit and H-bridge inverter which makes the system 
simple, robust and compact open loop PWM controller 
circuit to control single phase induction motor and single 
phase induction motor can be driven to variable speed and 
frequency. But it is desirable to replace the single phase 
induction motor drives by three phase induction motor 
drives in residential appliances, farming and low power 
industrial applications. Induction motors have performed 
the main part of many speed control systems and found 
usage in several industrial applications. 
 
The main thing to be understood here is why Induction 
motors are used in every section or for every action. There 
are few advantages of using Induction motors which are not 
provided by any other motor. Some of these advantages of 
Induction motors are:- 
 Cheap: This is the most important thing in current age of 

competition [2]. If something is costly we immediately 
start looking for its alternatives. Induction machines are 
very cheap when compared to synchronous and DC 
machines. It make them first choice for any operation. 

 Robust: induction machines are robust in construction. It 
is another advantage of using Induction Machine. 

 Efficient and Reliable: Induction machines are no doubt 
very reliable machines and have considerable efficiency. 

 Low Maintenance Cost: As construction of induction 
machine is very simple and hence maintenance is also 
easy resulting in small maintenance cost. 

 High Starting Torque: Starting torque on induction motor 
is high which make is useful for operations where load is 
applied before the starting of the motor. 

 
Three phase induction motor is widely used in industrial 
drive because they are reliable and rugged [2]. Single phase 
induction motors are widely used for heavier loads for 
example in fans in household appliances. The fix speed 
service, induction motors are being increased with variable 
frequency drives [1]. Induction motor as achieved a quick 
torque response, and has been applied in various industrial 
applications instead of dc motors. It permits independent 
control of the torque and flux by decoupling the stator 
current into two orthogonal components FOC, however, is 
very sensitive to flux, which is mainly affected by 
parameter variations. It depends on accurate parameter 
identification to achieve the expected performance. During 
the last decade a new control method called DTC (Direct 
Torque Control) has been developed for electrical 
machines. The main advantages of DTC are absence of 
coordinate transformation and current regulator; absence of 
separate voltage modulation block, Common disadvantages 
of conventional DTC are high torque ripple and slow 
transient response to the step changes in torque during 
start-up. 

 
2. Background and Prior Work 

 
As far as control of 3-phase Induction motor is concerned, 
the problem come across with it are efficiency, fluctuations 
in the speed and torque characteristics and losses during its 
variable speed operation with the existing controlling 
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techniques . In order for 3 phase induction motor to function 
efficiently on a job, it must have some special controller 
with it. Thus, the Artificial Neural Network will be used in 
the Direct torque control Methodology. 
There are other vector control techniques nowadays, but 
Direct Torque Control is chosen to interface with the 3 
phase Induction motor because this is latest and most 
efficient control methodology. Now some of its weakness 
can be improved by using ANN, Non-adaptive control 
systems have fixed parameters that are used to control a 
system. These types of controllers have proven to be very 
successful in controlling linear as well as nonlinear systems. 
 Control of 3 phase Induction motor speed and torque 

efficiently. 
 Designing a software model of the controlling setup of 

DTC (direct torque control). 
 Training of neural networks and implementing it in the 

proposed model and these problems will be solved by 
using the following solutions: 

 Use of ANN Application in the DTC methodology to the 
system. 

 Use of the Sim Power System Toolbox of SIMULINK in 
the MATLAB. 

 Use of Neural Network toolbox in the MATLAB. 
 

3. Control Techniques 
 

A.  Direct Torque Control(DTC) 
 

 It Decoupled the control of torque and flux 
 Very simple control scheme and low computational Time. 
 Reduced parameter sensitivity. 

 
 DTC proposes two approach intelligent techniques of 
improvement of Direct Torque Control (DTC) of Induction 
motor such as fuzzy logic (FL) and artificial neural network 
(ANN), applied in switching select voltage vector stator flux 
linkage is estimated by integrating the stator voltages. Torque 
is estimated as a cross product of estimated stator flux 
linkage vector and measured motor current vector. The 
estimated flux magnitude and torque are then compared with 
their reference values. If either the estimated flux or torque 
deviates from the reference more than allowed tolerance, the 
transistors of the variable frequency drive are turned off and 
on in such a way that the flux and torque errors will return in 
their tolerant bands as fast as possible. Thus direct torque 
control is one form of the hysteresis or bang-bang control. 
Direct Torque Control of inverter-fed Induction Machine 
allows high dynamic performance by means of very simple 
control schemes. 

 

 
Figure 1: Schematic for Direct Torque Control  

DTC might be preferred for high dynamic applications, but, 
on the other hand, shows higher current and torque ripple. 
This drawback can be partially compensated by SVM based 
DTC scheme [8]. The DTC scheme is relatively simple to 
implement, requiring a very small computational time when 
compared to Field Oriented Control(FOC) (Table 1). 
  

Table 1: Settling Time of the Torque Response 
SPEED FOC DTC 
1200rpm 3.8ms 1.7ms 

600rpm 1.8ms 0.7ms 

100rpm 1.7ms 0.5ms 

 
 

DTC based on intelligent control techniques like fuzzy logic 
and neural network is mainly used to reduce torque ripples. 
 
B. Principle of DTC 

 
DTC of an induction motor has been successful because it 
explicitly considers the inverter stage and uses few machine 
parameters, while being more robust to parameter 
uncertainty than field-oriented control (FOC) [5]. The 
papers [5], [6] and [7] present a formal and theoretical 
derivation of DTC based on singular perturbation and 
nonlinear control tools respectively. The derivation 
elaborates an explicit relationship between DTC 
performance and machine characteristics; low-leakage 
machines are expected to perform better under DTC. The 
known troublesome machine operating regimes are 
predicted and justified.  
 
C. Fuzzy Logic based DTC 
 
Conventional DTC of IM drive has the limitations of 
constant duty ratio for every switching period and high 
torque ripples. These problems are rectified using fuzzy 
logic control technique as presented in [3]. In it is presented 
that the implementation of fuzzy logic and neural network 
reduce the stator flux and torque ripples. A new algorithm 
for optimized value of stator flux based on the maximum 
reference value of electromagnetic torque is proposed to 
operate in conjunction with duty ratio control. Figure 5 
shows the proposed DTC with duty ratio controller. To make 
the torque and duty ratio variations smaller, the universe of 
discourse of torque error and duty ratio are divided into five 
overlapping fuzzy sets. However, to reduce the complexity 
of design, the stator flux position is defined with three 
overlapping fuzzy sets only. The universe of discourse of all 
the variables, covering the whole region is expressed in per 
unit values.  
 

Table 2: Rule table of fuzzy logic controller 
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D. DSP BASED DTC 
 
In [45] two different strategies (1) Conventional DTC and 
(2) Space vector PWM based DTC are tested and 
implemented. The entire simulation is performed in real time 
using TMS320LF2407 digital signal processor. The dynamic 
machine model with 5 state variables is solved in real time 
in order to determine the state variables and hence various 
output quantities. Using the same controller and software 
used in HIL simulation and with additional signal 
conditioning interface circuitry, the results obtained from 
real time simulation are experimentally validated on a 1.5-
kW induction motor drive. A new tool known as “automatic 
code generation" is introduced, which is capable of 
generating assembly language code for real time simulation 
of electric drives. The results of real time simulation and 
those obtained from a laboratory prototype are presented. 
Speed control of DTC induction motor drives depends on 
effectively establishing the stator flux. However, it becomes 
difficult when the motor operates in the low speed region, 
because the voltage drop on the stator resistance is 
comparable with the input stator voltage. Therefore, the 
study in [43] proposes an easy but effective way to 
compensate the voltage drop on the stator resistance so that 
the stator flux can be constructed without identifying the 
stator resistance as done by most authors. As a result, motor 
torque is constructed due to the effective stator flux 
compensation, which makes the DTC applicable to 

induction motor drives in the low speed region. Moreover, a 
fixed-point digital signal processor (DSP)-based hardware 
experimental system is built to demonstrate the effectiveness 
of the proposed control method. The paper [46] describes a 
control scheme for direct torque and flux control of 
induction machines based on the stator flux field-orientation 
method. With the proposed predictive control scheme, an 
inverter duty cycle has directly calculated each fixed 
switching period based on the torque and flux errors, the 
transient reactance of the machine, and an estimated value of 
the voltage behind the transient reactance. The paper 
describes a method by which a voltage space vector can be 
calculated in order to control the torque and flux directly in a 
deadbeat fashion. The inverter duty cycle can then be 
calculated using the space vector PWM technique. With this 
scheme, the requirement of a separate current regulator and 
PI control of the flux, torque, and/or current error is 
eliminated, thereby improving transient performance. The 
implementation of the control scheme using DSP-based 
hardware is described with complete experimental results 
given. In [42], the authors proposed an algorithm which 
provides decoupled control of the torque and flux with 
constant inverter switching frequency and a minimum torque 
and flux ripple. Compared to the other DTC methods, this 
algorithm is much simpler and has less mathematical 
operations, and can be implemented on most existing digital 
drive controllers. 
 

 
Figure 2: Experimental Setup of The Proposed Method 

 

4. Artificial Neural Network 
 

The human brain is a non-linear and complex structure. It 
behaves as a parallel computer. Brain performs certain 
computations many times faster than computers. Human 
brain has an excellent structure, it builds its own rules which 
we call experience. Artificial neural network is a system, 
which imitates the model of the human brain [4]. In ANN, 
the neurons are connected to each other in various ways and 
the layers are frequently used. ANN are implemented either 
software or hardware. ANN needs a learning process. In this 

process data is collected, these data is saved and generalized 
through weights. These weights are between neurons. To 
obtain the desired output, learning process includes learning 
algorithms, which achieve this by updating the weights. 
Neurons are basic elements of ANN. The most common 
neuron model is shown in figure.3. A neuron consists of five 
parts [4]. These parts are; inputs, weights, summing 
junction, activation function and outputs. Inputs take data 
from other neurons or from outside. Data joins the neuron by 
weights and these weights determine the effect of the 
relevant input. Summing junction calculates the net input, 
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net input is the sum of the multiplication results of inputs 
and their relevant weights [3]. Activation function applies 
the net input in a process and gives neuron output. Generally 
activation function is non-linear.  
 
 

 
Figure 3: Artificial Neural Network 

 

x0 which is shown in figure-2 is a constant. It is often called 
bias or threshold of the activation function. Neurons are 
connected to each other in various ways and they create 
ANN[4]. Neuron outputs can be connected to other neurons 
or to themselves by weights. And also these outputs can use 
delays. There are various kinds of ANN, which are separated 
from each other by their activation functions, learning rules 
or connection types. 
 
The best property of ANN is that, they learn the system by 
using the actual examples. These actual examples are called 
training data. These training data is applied to the system 
and by the help of a learning rule, the system adjusts the 
weights by using output error. After training, different actual 
data, which is called test data, is applied to check the 
reliability of the system. A weight in ANN is shown as: 
 
W (k+1) =W (k) ±ΔW (k) ……. (1) 
 
ΔW (k) is the correction coefficient which is calculated by 
any learning rule in k.th time [4]. 
The ANN only requires data, which is suitable to learn the 
input-output relations. While training the network by back 
propagation, the goal is to obtain a set of weights, such 
overall error is minimum. Overall error is the error between 
the desired output and actual output. ANN is trained by the 
sum of 
squared error. 
 

e(k) d(k) �y(k) ………(2) 
 

 ……….. (3) 
There are two disadvantages of back propagation algorithm; 
(i) slow approaches to result, (ii) to catch the local 
minimum. These disadvantages are disappeared by using 
learning rate and momentum coefficient. 

5. Future Scope of Study 
 

The work can be extended to use the neural network in place 
of PI regulator used in the speed controller. It can also be 
practically implemented using the high end microprocessors 
designed by various chip designing companies. It can also 
be further extended to other types of motors used for the 
control purposes. The work can be made more effective and 
dynamic by the use of proper training methodology for the 
neurons, taking optimum number of neurons. A lot work can 
be done on the practical feasibility of the work. The research 
investigated the applications of advanced signal processing 
techniques and Artificial Neural Networks DTC operation of 
induction motor. The research work helps in understanding 
the applications and limitations of DTC techniques. It is 
observed that Mat lab is user friendly software and may be 
helpful in creating models on and off line. It also saves 
computational time of diagnosis. The DTC with ANN 
terminology proposed in this work are able to control motor 
more sensitively and more reliably. The work can also be 
extended by various ways and add-on’s. 
 
6. Conclusion 

 
This paper reviewed the origin and development of 
advanced control technique called direct torque control and 
its superior performance on induction motor drive. First the 
basic principle of DTC and FOC are carefully reviewed and 
compared. Then the problems associated with DTC. Further, 
implementation of intelligent control techniques such as 
fuzzy logic and neural networks on DTC are reviewed and 
the improvements are systematically analyzed. It has been 
concluded that the implementation of intelligent techniques 
reduced the stator flux and torque ripples and therefore the 
dynamic performance of the drives are improved. 
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